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1 WebUntis 2018

1.1 WebUntis Drive

1.1.1 Introduction

As of WebUntis 2018, users will have the possibility to save, work with and share their files with other
users. As soon as the right 'File storage' under <Administration> | <User groups> | <Rights> is
activated, users of this group automatically have 15 MB for saving their data. Additional storage space
can be added.

In contrast to other file hosting services, WebUntis Drive provides you with the possibility to administer
your files without interrupting your daily work in WebUntis.
WebUntis is ISO 27001:2013 certified and also stores, if necessary, data within the EU (in Austria and
Germany, to be precise). This is the reason why we recommend to re-consider other file hosting services
in your daily school business and to change to the safe use of WebUntis Drive; especially if you have a
lot of sensitive data.

1.1.2 File storage

In WebUntis Drive you have access to your file storage by clicking the button on the top right, next to
'My messages':

When clicking on this button you will get this window:

Above you see an example of two folders and files in the format txt or pdf. You are flexible here: You can
either create new folders (e.g. for the entire lessons) or add any file you want.

 Up-loading of files 
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The easiest method to upload files is drag and drop them. Choose your file from one of your folders on
your computer and drag it to your WebUntis Drive. By dropping it you save it there.

An alternative to drag and drop is clicking on this button on the top right and then in the bottom
area. A window will open where you can chose the file you want to upload.

 Creating a new folder 

In WebUntis Drive you have a button for creating a new folder at the top right:

 Additional actions per file/folder 
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The following actions can be carried out per file or folder:

select: selection of the respective file (multiple selections possible) in order to carry out other actions
such as delete or move.
save: saving or downloading of the file on your computer
open: for opening or reading of the respective file
move to: for moving a file to another Drive folder
rename: for renaming the file
details: name of the file, size, file type, date of upload, status, folder name
delete: for deleting the file from WebUntis Drive
share: you can share your file with other persons. When you click on ‘share’ for a certain file, a window
opens which allows you to generate a public link:

After you generated a public link you can send it to other persons in order to share it with them.
In order to prohibit further access to the file you certainly can deactivate or delete the public link.
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 Additional notes 

The green line symbolises the used storage space. In this example, 4.9 MB of available 15 MB are
already used:

At the top you have several filters for WebUntis Drive:

1.1.3 Everyday use

1.1.3.1 Internal messages

You can embed the files you saved at your WebUntis Drive in your internal WebUntis messages.

When you create a new message via <My messages> | <Internal messages> | <New>, you now can
also directly access your files saved at your WebUntis Drive and send them:
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The receiver can now download the file directly in the message without noticing that this file is saved at
your WebUntis Drive:
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1.1.3.2 Details of the period

You also can embed the files you saved at your WebUntis Drive in ‘Details of the period’.

The students will see the blue ‘i’ in the timetable and know that there is some additional information to
this lesson. They then can download the necessary files:
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1.1.3.3 Homework

Similarly you can attach files saved at your WebUntis Drive to the electronic class register for homework.
As of WebUntis 2018, you additionally have the possibility to attach files which you have uploaded to
your WebUntis Drive.

1.1.3.4 Teaching content

When you fill the electronic class register with teaching content, you can also attach files saved at your
WebUntis Drive:
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1.1.3.5 Additional integration

The integration for the use of WebUntis Drive will gradually be extended so that you will be able to
access and embed your files from even more different places.

In 'Messages of the day' (accessible via <Administration>) you will also have the possibility to attach
files from your WebUntis Drive to the most current news.

1.2 New interface for students

1.2.1 Introduction

WebUntis 2018 will be the start of a gradual introduction of a new user interface.
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This version will have a new 'look & feel' for the students (and for all parents). Teachers and
administrators, however, will not see much impact of the changes yet.

In the following chapters you will find a rough description of the most important changes for the students.
A detailed description of all changes of the user interface is available on our website: www.untis.at.

1.2.2 New 'Today' page

The image below shows the new ‘Today’ page, i.e. the start page for students.

The new colours, the vertical tool bar on the left and the new dashboard design will probably be the first
change you will notice.

1.2.2.1 Page adjustments

At the top right of every page students have the following button . You can use it for resizing
individual sections of the window or adjust their arrangement as you wish. The upper ‘Today’ page could,
e.g. look like this:

http://www.untis.at
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The arrangement/order of the single sections or windows can be adjusted by drag and drop:

You adjust the size of the individual sections by dragging the corner of the window:
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1.2.3 Timetable

The timetable page also has some minor changes, e.g. the new design of the selection lists.

1.2.4 Office hour

As described in the chapter ' WebUntis Parent-Teacher days – Office hours - Registration ' students/
parents can register for office hours (as long as the rights have been activated).

This is the new design of the office hour page:
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1.2.5 Class register

As of WebUntis 2018 students have an overview page for the electronic class register:

Users also have more flexibility here due to the dashboard design: You again can shift single sections or
resize them.
Students or their parents see very quickly which current events in the electronic class register perhaps
need their attention: up-coming exams or this week’s class prefects, unexcused absences or homework.

Clicking on the button at the top right brings up more details, e.g. class prefects of the up-coming
weeks or more examinations.

1.2.6 Courses

The course registration page also has undergone a few changes regarding its interface. Content-related
handling, however, remains the same.
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1.2.7 Additional changes

Additional changes and individual windows and interactions are described in more detail in a separate file
on our website www.untis.at.

1.3 WebUntis basic package

1.3.1 General

1.3.1.1 Student allocation in Untis examinations

You now can allocate students to exams which you have created in Untis and exported to WebUntis.

You can do this in WebUntis examinations via 'Edit' | 'Change' | 'Next'.

1.3.1.2 SAML option

As of our 2018 version, the 'SSO Provider' option can be accessed via <Administration> | <Integration> |
<SAML> (and not like before via <Administration> | <Settings>).

http://www.untis.at
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1.3.2 Rights

1.3.2.1 Restriction of lesson display

As of WebUntis 2018, restricting the lesson display for showing the timetable via <Administration> |
<User groups> | <Edit> (pen symbol) is now also the path for restricting the display of appointments
(<Lesson> | <My lesson> | <Appointments>.

1.3.2.2 Images of students

As of WebUntis 2018, students are allowed to upload an image for their user profile.
The necessary right is called 'Contact data' and can be accessed via <Administration> | <User groups> |
<Rights>.
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This picture will then be displayed in the master data and in the electronic class registration.

1.3.3 Design & display

1.3.3.1 Messages with priority

Internal messages can be sent with a specific priority ('normal', 'high') in order to highlight them at the
receiver’s end:
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You need to activate this option for the users via <Administration> | <User groups> | Edit (pen symbol):

The receiver of a prioritised message then sees the following in the mail inbox of his or her internal
messages:
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1.3.3.2 Colours on 'Today' page

Teachers now see a similar colour design of their ‘Today’ page as under <Lessons> | <My lessons>.

The example above shows the standard colour design. If you use different colours in your WebUntis, then
these colours will be shown.

1.3.3.3 Only show active users

You now have an additional checkbox option for users which is called 'Active users' (<Administration> |
<Users>) and which only shows active users.

When this checkbox is ticked only users who have not resigned yet are shown. Example: if a student
already has reached his/her exit date in his/her <Master data> | <Student>, he or she will not be
displayed anymore in the user list when the checkbox 'Active users' will have been ticked.

1.3.3.4 Room capacity in room plan

Show the capacity of every single room in the respective room plans (<Timetable> | <Rooms>):

For this, you need to enter the capacity of each room in the room master data (<Master data> |
<Rooms>):
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And then you also need to activate the option 'Show room capacity' via <Administration> | <Settings for
the layout> | <Timetables>:

1.3.3.5 Monitor view

The following setting options were added in WebUntis 2018 for the dynamic substitution monitor: go to
<Administration> | <Monitor view> | <Substitutions>:

 'Show cancellations' : Substitution monitors, which show e.g. in the faculty room all substitutions
grouped according to teachers, it perhaps is not necessary to show any cancellations, since the
respective persons know about the cancellation anyway.
In such a case the option 'Show cancellations' can be deactivated.

 'Show events' : With this option you deactivate the display of events on the substitution monitor.

 'Show the colours of the substitution types' : Adjust the display of substitutions (cancellations,
substitutions, exams, re-locations, room substitutions, etc.) on the monitor to your own colours which
you set under <Administration> | <Settings for the layout> | <Colours>.

 'Merge free periods' : This option merges several free periods in order to prevent the display of every
single period. Example scenario: all lessons are cancelled due to the grading conference. This
cancellation, which will not be covered, can be merged as one single line.

Entering 'No lessons' in Untis via<Cover scheduling> | <Calendar>:
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In all versions prior to WebUntis 2018, in this case every lesson was shown as 'No lesson':

Now they are merged:

 'Do not show this type of activity' : This option gives you the possibility to control the display of
activities depending on its type.
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1.3.4 Exam blocking

As of WebUntis 2018, it will be checked which other exams have already been scheduled in the
respective date range when you create an exam blocking via <Administration> | <Exam blockings>.

In this view you also find a list of conflicts which you can edit.

1.3.5 Exam calendar

As of WebUntis 2018, there is a calendar for the administration of exams. Go to <Lessons> |
<Examinations> | <Exam scheduling>.
Teachers who have the 'Examinations' right now have a tool to administer their exams in a clear and
easy way.
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In this view, teachers can enter their exams and at the same time they see which exams are scheduled
on this day.

 Brief description of the background colours 

light grey: public holiday
dark grey: holidays
white: selected lesson does not take place on this day
orange: selected lesson takes place on this day

 Brief description of the individual symbols 

All exams of the respective teacher are shown which are of the same exam type as the selection, and
which take place in the selected class. In the above example, all tests of the respective teacher in class
1a are displayed.
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All exams of the teacher are shown which are not of the same exam type as the selection, and which
take place in the selected class. In the above example, all exams of the teacher in class 1a which are
not a ‘test’ are shown.

All exams of the teacher which are of the same exam type as the selection, however they do not take
place in the selected class. Our example shows all tests of the teacher which do not take place in class
1a.

All exams of the teacher are shown which are not of the same exam type as the selection, and do not
take place in the selected class. The example shows all exams of the teacher which are neither ‘tests’
nor do they take place in class 1a.

All exams which are not held by the teacher, which are, however, of the same exam type and take place
in the selected class. Our example shows all tests in class 1a which are not administered by the logged
in/selected teacher.

All exams which are not held by the teacher, are not of the same type, but take place in the selected
class. The above example shows all exams which are not any ‘tests’, are not administered by the logged
in/selected teacher but take place in class 1a.

1.4 WebUntis class register

1.4.1 Class register entry

As of WebUntis 2018, students now see class register entries which were not only entered for
themselves but for the entire class.

1.4.2 Work report

Prior to WebUntis 2018 you needed to download and combine three different reports in order to generate
one report holding information on absences, teaching content and homework of a lesson.
Now there is the possibility to download the 'work report' with all information via <Lessons> | <My
lessons> or <Lessons classes> | <Report>:

1.4.3 Birthdays

As of WebUntis 2018, teachers now see a symbol next to the student in the electronic class register
when it is his/her birthday:
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When you click on 'i' the date of the birthday will appear.

1.5 WebUntis appointments

1.5.1 Booking annotations

Go to <Book> | <My bookings> or <Book> | <Bookings> you now have a new column called
'Annotations'.

Contrary to the 'Remark' column, it is not displayed at the monitor views.

1.6 WebUntis parent-teacher days

In the parent-teacher days module, there are two important new items apart from the changes of the
already known workflow of manual appointment selection: automated optimisation (automatic allocation
of appointments) and the registration for an office hour appointment.

In the following chapters the two new items are described in further detail.

1.6.1 Manual selection of appointment

1.6.1.1 Administration

1.6.1.1.1  Central editing of appointments

An important new item in the parent-teacher day module of WebUntis 2018 is central appointment
editing. Go to the overview page of the parent-teacher day via <Administration> | <Parent-teacher days>.
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In this view you can book or edit appointments for students and parents if you have administration rights
(e.g. the secretariat).

The first step is to select the student or if available, his or her parent/legal guardian.

Then you will see the same view with the same possibilities students or teachers have when they are 
registering for a parent-teacher day .

Central appointment editing enables you to enter any appointments before parents can register. When
the registration period is on, you also can create or adjust any appointments if, for instance, parents
without internet access call the secretariat for an appointment. On the day of the parent-teacher day you
certainly have the same editing possibilities as before.

1.6.1.1.2  New  fields for creating and editing

As administrator you now have the following additional possibilities when you go to <Administration> |
<Parent-teacher days> | <New>:

 Workflow 

As of WebUntis 2018, the manual selection of appointments by parents provides you with a new method
to automatically optimise your parent-teacher day in addition to the already knnown workflow.

 Departments 

Select the departments which shall then see the activated parent-teacher day.

1.6.1.1.3  New  fileds for teacher administration

As of WebUnits 2018, additional useful options are now provided under <Administration> | <Parent-
teacher days> | <Appointments>.
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 Show additional persons 

If other persons than teachers, e.g. school physician or director, shall be displayed, you now can create
them and let them be shown for registration purposes of the parent-teacher day. Go to <Master data> |
<Teachers>.
In the image above the 'Director' and the 'School physician were created for registration.

 Show teachers 

In some cases teachers need to be deactivated for the parent-teacher day registration without creating
an absence. As of WebUntis 2018, you now just tick or untick the checkbox of the column 'Show
teachers'. In the image above, e.g. 'Test teacher' is deactivated.

 Reports 

The 'Unmet requirements' report is new and lists those students who have not yet booked any
appointments with the inviting teacher.
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1.6.1.2 Teacher

1.6.1.2.1  Invitation of students

Teachers can now add a text to an invitation in order to inform parents/students in more detail of the
appointment.

Furthermore, teachers can define if the appointment is ‘requested’ or ‘compulsory’.
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1.6.1.3 Students/parents

1.6.1.3.1  Registration page

 Show teachers 

At the registration page, students/parents can now differentiate between showing all teachers or only
relevant teachers (teachers who teach the respective student).

The selection 'All teachers' shows all teachers of the master database (<Master data> | <Teachers>)
who have not explicitly been deactivated for the parent-teacher day.

By selecting 'All teachers', e.g. the school physician or the director are also shown for registration for the
parent-teacher day.

 Show invitations 
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If the inviting teacher added a text to the invitation, it will be shown at the registration page. When the
user goes to the speech bubble symbol with the mouse, the text will be displayed:

Since a parent or legal guardian could have different additional invitation messages for several children,
the texts are sorted per child.

1.6.2 Copy of room allocation

WebUntis 2018 provides you with the possibility to copy the room allocation of a parent-teacher day.

1.6.3 Automatic optimisation

In the parent-teacher day module of WebUntis 2018 there is a new workflow, which gives you the
possibility of an automatized optimisation of your appointments in addition to the already known manual
workflow.
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A parent-teacher day can be very complex , e.g. some teachers send out a lot of invitations for
appointments and it can happen that not all parents who were invited can register for an appointment. It
would be good if those parents who received an invitation get an appointment before all other parents are
allowed to book.
Automatised optimisation, i.e. automatised assignment of appointments solves such problems and
assigns appointments based on different criteria. Obligatory appointments, for instance, are assigned
first, then appointments of 'overbooked' teachers, etc.

Working with the optimisation workflow will be described in more detail in the following.

Note: Detailed instructions
Please note that this version brochure does not give any details regarding the optimisation algorithm. For
more detailed instructions regarding the parent-teacher day please go to our website: www.untis.at
finden.

1.6.3.1 Administration

1.6.3.1.1  Phases of the optimisation w orkflow

1.6.3.1.1.1  New  parent-teacher day

As administrator you now have two new options when you create a new parent-teacher day. Go to
<Administration> | <Parent-teacher days> | <New>. If you want to use optimisation in your parent-
teacher day module, select 'Optimisation' for your workflow:

Furthermore, you can define further down if students/parents may use’Free time selection’ or ‘Per
segment of the parent-teacher day’. ‘Free time selection’ means that the students/parents enter single
time blocks (e.g. 5 minute blocks) for their presence and the latter means that they can select a
segment of the parent-teacher day (e.g. the entire first day).

1.6.3.1.1.2  Edit teachers - inactive

After creating a new parent-teacher day you can edit the teachers as usual via <Administration> |
<Parent-teacher days> | 'Appointments'. You can select or import room allocations, enter absences of
your colleagues and check, if some of the teachers need to be ‘deactivated’.

1.6.3.1.1.3  Activating of parent-teacher day

Then you need to activate the parent-teacher day by clicking 'Activate' via <Administration> | <Parent-
teacher day>:

http://www.untis.at
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After you have activated it:

1.6.3.1.1.4  Sending out invitations

After you have activated the parent-teacher day, it is also visible for teachers. They now can start
sending out invitations to students/parents (more details in the next chapter ‘Teacher’).

1.6.3.1.1.5  Selecting teachers

As soon as the date is due which was selected as 'Time range for the registration of parents/legal
guardians', the students/parents can register for a specific time and select the teachers who they would
like to speak to. In this phase, the students/parents already see which teacher has sent them an
invitation.

The parent-teacher administration (e.g. also the secretariat) can enter appointment requests of the
students/parents via the central appointment editing tool:

Via the filter you can select students. If there are several other users registered for this student, e.g.
parent users, then you can also select those individually via the right selection list.
Then you edit their appointment requests.

1.6.3.1.1.6  Automatic assignment

After the registration period for parents and legal guardians is over, the parent-teacher day gets into the
'automatic assignment of appointments' phase.

The Parent-teacher day administration can make use of the central appointment editing tool in this
phase, as well, the only difference is that you do not create appointment requests, but you book the
appointments directly.
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Then the administrator can start the automatic assignment of appointments: go to the respective button
in the last column:

Before the appointments are automatically assigned, the parent-teacher day administrator has the
possibility to check the settings and he or she can also give priority to certain assignment criteria by
using a slider:

Here you define the importance of how tight the individual appointments should be assigned by the
automated and optimising system.

In the general settings you additionally have the possibility to adjust the options you have chosen when
you created the parent-teacher day for the automated assignment.
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The last two options are useful settings for parent-teacher days of several sections, e.g. several days or
half days. Here you define how important it is that parents/students have their appointments in the same
section of the parent-teacher day:

After you have defined your priorities you can start the assignment by clicking on 'Assign automatically'.

Then you will see the outcome. A simple example:
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Orange symbolises either that appointments could not be scheduled or that rules were violated, e.g.
between two appointments needs to be a free time block.

As administrator you now have the possibility to choose:

 'Re-assign' : after you confirmed, the assignment process will start again

 'Download details' : download pdf report with details on the assignment

 'Show appointments' : show pdf report with all appointments per teacher and/or show appointment
matrix per user (= central editing of appointments).

 'Publish appointments' : Choose this button in order to publish the appointments also for teachers and
students/parents. Before you publish the appointments you can define the following as administrator:

Manual rework allows the students and/or parents to adjust the appointments which were automatically
assigned by optimisation.
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If manual rework is not allowed, however, the parent-teacher day administration still can adjust any
appointments via the central appointment editing tool.

Note: Final date for manual rework
Choose the final date of the manual rework not too short before the parent-teacher day, because you
perhaps want to have the appointments confirmed a couple of hours before the parent-teacher day starts.
Additionally you perhaps want to print the appointment lists and want to attach them to the respective
doors.

1.6.3.1.1.7  Rew ork

If you have activated manual rework after the automatic assignment of appointments then the parent-
teacher day remains in this phase until the final date of manual rework will have expired.

After the termination of rework, appointments can only be created or adjusted via the central appointment
editing tool.

After the termination of rework phase, you as administrator can continue your work the usual way (e.g.
download reports and print them).

1.6.3.2 Teacher

For teachers nothing changes in the new optimising workflow. As described in the chapters before, you
now have the possibility to send invitation texts and you can differentiate between 'desired' and
'obligatory' appointments:

1.6.3.3 Students/parents

Students/parents have the following possibilities during the time range for the registration of parents/legal
guardians:
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Students/parents can enter their appointment requests. Contrary to the old manual workflow, you do not
book the actual appointments, but students/parents select the time for their appointment request and the
automated optimisation then assigns the respective appointments.

As described in the chapters before, as of WebUntis 2018 you can read here invitation texts and it is
now differentiated between 'obligatory' and 'desired' appointments.

After optimisation in the activated rework phase students/parents can adjust their assigned
appointments. This is the perhaps already known appointment matrix:

1.6.4 Office hours registration

WebUntis 2018 provides students and parents with the possibility to register for office hours. The
following chapter describes every step in more detail.
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1.6.4.1 Administrator

As administrator you have new options for administering office hours (go to <Administration> | <Settings
for the layout> | <Contact hours>:

'Activate the registration for the contact hours': with this option you allow students/parents to register for
office hours (as long as the right 'Contact hours' is given for this user groups)

'Duration of a time block' for an office hour registration (minutes): define here how long a bookable time
unit should be during an office hour.

1.6.4.2 Students/parents

Students and parents can register for office hours when they have this right activated. Go to <Contact
hours> to get to the registration page:

By clicking on 'Registration' a window opens for booking a certain time block:
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Click <Save> and your registration is carried out. You now can have a look at all registrations via
<Contact hours>:

When you click on the pen symbol you can edit or delete the registration at any time:
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1.6.4.2.1  Sending messages

When creating a new office hour registration or when you change it, WebUntis sends an internal
message for confirmation.

1.6.4.3 Teacher

The teachers also get an internal message when a student/teacher creates or changes an office hour
registration.

All office hour registrations can be checked by the teachers via <Lessons> | <My lessons> |
<Registration for a contact hour>. Additionally the teacher timetable will display any registration when it
is created.
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